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Baked With Real Cheese

We are surrounded by millions of advertisements everyday, whether we are conscious of

them or not they are still there. Especially food advertisements. We see them in commercials, on

the streets, and of course our phones. We are constantly being persuaded to purchase and

consume the things we see whether that be intentional or not. Goldfish is no exception and they

have used their catchy jingle and friendly faced Goldfish to reel us in. They also advertise to the

viewer that their snack is made with real cheese. Goldfish makes it known in this advertisement

that they are not only a yummy snack but there are no artificial flavors added.

We see in this advertisement that the cheese grater and the natural block of cheese are the

stars in this ad and surprisingly not the Goldfish itself. As we veer our eyes downward we can

finally see the actual product which is the Goldfish which then finally leads our eyes to the small

line of text that says, “Baked with real cheese”. The placement of each element in this

advertisement is very intentional because it wants us to focus on the real natural product that

Goldfish is made out of. The typography in this advertisement is just there to compliment the rest

of the image but what it says holds a lot of power and informs the viewer of what Goldfish is

truly made of. But it also interacts with the Goldfish with a dashed line pointing at the Goldfish

further informing us that it’s made with real cheese. The use white-gray background allows



everything to pop off of it making it very noticeable to the viewer, we can immediately see the

shiny Goldfish. It’s a simple ad in which there isnt too many elements at play but simple is

effective and the use of the real cheese block makes it so.

In this Goldfish advertisement we see a number of things. The ad heavily focuses our

eyes on the cheese grater and leads our eyes down to the Goldfish that is supposedly coming

from the natural cheese. The advertisement uses a simple ingredient like cheese to show the

viewer that Goldfish is not artificially flavored. The presence of the real cheese informs the

viewer that real cheese is being used in the making of the Goldfish snack and it assures the

viewer that there's nothing unnatural about this product. The advertisement indicates two

important things: firstly, what the product is actually made of and secondly, the actual quality of

the product. We can see the quality of the product being presented by the line of text that says

“Baked with real cheese”. The customer can immediately understand what’s happening in this ad

and for someone with children they might think better of Goldfish knowing that it is, in fact,

“Baked with real cheese”.

The linguistic message in this advertisement has been stated. That Goldfish is baked with

real cheese and is not artificially flavored. The line of text directly tells the customer this as well

as the block of cheese that's being grated. Which then leads to the block of cheese, the cheese

grater, and the Goldfish all being the signifiers in this advertisement or the non-coded iconic

message. So what is that block of cheese signifying in reality? It signifies to the customer that

this is a natural product, it’s real, and it's not fake. This will then lead to the coded-iconic

message of this advertisement. What kind of story is this image portraying? Well for a concerned

parent this advertisement directly reassures the customer that their product is baked with real

cheese and it ensures your child isn't eating anything artificially flavored. When they look at this



advertisement they can see the message that is being portrayed to them immediately, the

customer uses their knowledge to encode the advertisement itself. Anchorage and relay are also

present in this advertisement. The image of the Goldfish directly links to the text beside it stating

that it’s “Baked with real cheese”. The dashed line interacts with the falling Goldfish and it links

the two elements together, this being the anchorage element. The relay element in this case could

possibly be the cheese grater and the falling Goldfish. They directly link to one another and there

is a flow between the two successive images. In terms of denotation and connotation there are

two signifiers that stand out. The Goldfish and the block of cheese. The Goldfish and the block

of cheese are a bright orange-yellow color, that is the denotation of this advertisement whereas

the connotation could mean that these colors have a happy emotion linked to it. Bright colors like

orange and yellow often indicate happiness and it grabs the customers attention. If the product is

happy, the customer is happy.

Overall this advertisement has many different elements to it that actually create the ad. It

communicates to the customer what its purpose is directly and it doesn't try to trick the viewer

like other food advertisements do. We know this because of one of the signifers in this

advertisement, that being the real block of cheese being grated. That cheese directly tells the

customer what’s being put into the food and it also tells them what kind of quality they're getting

in this snack. It's an eye-catching ad and it's a clever way to portray that their snack is not

artificially flavored but is real and natural.


